BBC Outreach Newsletter supplement, December 2011

Update on

Our Business
Welcome to our second quarterly corporate
responsibility newsletter supplement.
Each quarter we focus in greater detail on a specific area of our corporate
responsibility work. This newsletter supplement considers our business and
specifically what we do to ensure we are a responsible employer and that
we adhere to responsible business practices.
In coming issues, we’ll update you on our work with the charity sector and
the way outreach helps us meet our six Public Purposes. The previous issue,
published in September 2011, looked at our environmental impacts.
These quarterly supplements are published alongside our other regular
communications, which include our performance data in the annual BBC
Corporate Responsibility Performance Report and six-weekly newsletters
about our work. All of this is available on the BBC Outreach website.

Our Business in review 2010/11
Our People
In May 2011 the BBC responded to the
requirements of the public sector equality duty under
the Equality Act 2010 by publishing the Everyone has
a Story: Diversity Strategy 2011-2015. The strategy
outlines our approach to equality and diversity and
introduced the BBC’s corporate equality and diversity
objectives for the next four years.

The BBC is one of the UK’s largest organisations, and a respected brand
around the world. It’s important to us that we run our business in a
responsible way, which means many things - including making sure we treat
all of our employees fairly and that other people we work with or buy
from do the same.
This update starts by looking at what diversity means to us and the
objectives we have in place to help us ensure we have a diverse
workforce which reflects the audiences we serve. We also consider the
various schemes available to encourage people from diverse backgrounds
to join the BBC and the steps we’ve taken to develop those already in
our workforce. Finally, we consider the progress we’ve made regarding our
business practices and the way we deal with our partners, suppliers and
other stakeholders.

The objectives are:
• Advance equal opportunities to diversify and develop our workforce at all
levels to better reflect our audiences
• Deliver high quality programming which reflects modern Britain
accurately and authentically
• Connect with our audiences, including our underserved audiences, to
inform the quality and direction of our content

Diversity in our workforce

• Build in accessibility from the start when developing new products and
services, and ensure sustainable and ongoing accessibility

Our vision is to be the most creative organisation in the world. To
achieve this we need to employ unique and talented people from a range
of different backgrounds. We believe that new ideas, ground-breaking
technology and programmes that push creative boundaries happen when
you have a diverse team of people who each contribute new and different
ways of thinking. We also know that people are at their most creative
when they feel included and valued. That’s why diversity is one of our core
values. We strive to be relevant to all our licence fee payers, reflecting
different voices across the UK, impartially and independently.

• Achieve systematic and consistent consideration of equality and diversity
within BBC planning and review processes, and meet our public
purposes and duties
More information about these objectives is published on The BBC and
Diversity website and in our annual BBC Corporate Responsibility
Performance Report, along with information on the way we monitor diversity
in our workforce and what we have found from monitoring. This is also where
you can read the specific targets we have set and how we have progressed
towards them so far.
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In January 2011 the BBC’s Director General,
Mark Thompson, became Chair of the Cultural
Diversity Network (CDN) for a period of
two years. The CDN is a partnership of leading
broadcasters and independent production
companies working together to improve diversity,
in its broadest sense, on and off screen

The BBC Diversity Centre provides specialist expertise and advice
internally across all business functions to ensure that our values and
ambitions regarding diversity are universal throughout the organisation.
It plays a core role in supporting and advising the Executive and
Divisional Boards.
More information on how diversity is reflected in our broadcasts can be
found on The BBC and Diversity website. The Telling Our Story: Equality
and Diversity report will be published there early next year.

The BBC recently celebrated success at
the Stonewall Awards, where our work
to reflect LGB (lesbian, gay and bisexual)
people and related issues on air was
recognised.

Access
An important part of our equality and diversity agenda is focused on
better access for disabled staff and audiences. We know from past
research with disabled audiences that the BBC has an excellent record in
providing accessible services through television access services (subtitles,
signing and audio description) and an accessible website and on-demand
service (iPlayer). Clear standards and guidance on accessibility online are
in place to direct our web authors and we provide specific training for our
developers on building accessible online products and services.

Jane Hazlegrove was awarded the Best
Entertainer of the Year for her portrayal of
Kathleen Dixon in Casualty. Jane has played
the credible openly-gay character in a
continuing drama, with a mass audience, for more than five years.
The award for Best Broadcast of the Year was given to BBC 3’s The World’s
Worst Place to be Gay, in which openly-gay Radio 1 DJ Scott Mills investigated
homophobic legislation by travelling to Uganda in the midst of debate over the
so called ‘Kill the Gays’ Bill.

Our new careers website was launched in May 2011, and is where current
and prospective employees find out about opportunities, including work
experiences and traineeships. The new site is AAA accessible, which means
that it meets the needs of every group of users. It provides a wealth of
information on a full range of production and professional careers.

Vanessa Feltz shared the Best Journalist of the Year Award with Attitude’s
Matthew Todd for her work encouraging fair discussion of gay issues in the Daily
Express, and on Radio 2 and BBC London.
You can find out more about diversity reflected in our broadcasts on The BBC
and Diversity website.
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Encouraging new and developing existing talent
To meet our ambitions, we need a workforce as diverse as our audience.
To help us develop diverse talent and to attract potential employees, we
have developed a number of employment schemes and opportunities.
Highlighted below is just a handful of the activity making the BBC a more
attractive, diverse and inclusive place to work.

Work Experience
Work experience placements are offered throughout the year across the
organisation, inviting people who have never worked for the BBC to find
out what it is like to work for us while learning more about their chosen
career path. The unpaid placements last between one and four weeks.
While most of the placements are suitable for people aged 18 or over,
some are offered to people aged 14 – 17 years old. Guidance is given
internally to all those offering a placement to help ensure that the trainee’s
time is used effectively.

Internally, the BBC does all it can to ensure that disabled staff members
are offered the assistance they may need to perform well in their role. We
carry out access assessment, make reasonable adjustments and provide
assistance for individuals to engage with Access to Work, the Government’s
funding programme for disabled people in employment.

Since the start of 2011, more than 1229 work experience placements
have been offered at the BBC, with 143 being available to 14 – 17
year olds.

We have also set up BBC Access, a top level corporate forum designed
to set the direction of policy and standards on accessibility for people
with disabilities across the BBC which is led by the Chief Financial Officer.
Leadership from this group helps provide clarity, corporate ownership and
communication of different facets of disability access internally
and externally.

2012 Work Experience and 2012 Apprenticeships
Designed to help us deliver on our promise to create a legacy from the
London 2012 Olympic Games, the BBC 2012 Work Experience and
Apprenticeship schemes were developed with the aim of attracting new
and diverse talent to the BBC.

So far, BBC Access has invested in the development of a subtitling tool
for internal use so that subtitles can be added to audio-visual content
quickly and easily.

Specifically targeting residents of the six Olympic host boroughs, the
2012 Work Experience places are available to applicants aged 18 or over
who do not have a degree. The scheme will run for two years, ending in
December 2012, and our ambition is to offer over 250 four week work
experience placements during that time. Around 15% of the trainees on
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2012 Apprentice
Name: Becki Willard Age: 20
Background: Promoting live gigs and
managing bands. Hospital radio and
working in a live comedy venue.
Joined the scheme in: April 2011
Scheme will end in: April 2012
What were you hoping for when you applied for the scheme?
I didn’t really know what to expect so I was just hoping to gain as
much experience as possible in lots of different areas.

the first year’s intake have managed to convert their unpaid employment
into paid work with the BBC.

What are you working on?
Currently I’m working on Strictly Come Dancing and Strictly: It
Takes Two.

The BBC 2012 London Apprenticeship Scheme was launched in January
2010, with the third and final intake joining us in May 2012. The paid yearlong placements provide on the job training across BBC Vision Productions,
alongside a study programme.

Has the scheme met your expectations?
With the work and hands on experience I again didn’t know what
to expect but I have learnt so much, it has been really helpful and
exciting.

The scheme was open to people over 18 years of age from diverse
backgrounds across London, and aimed to help people hoping to kickstart a career in the media – particularly those who may have never
thought the BBC was for them. After a brilliant start in London, BBC 2012
Apprenticeships schemes have also been launched in Scotland. By the end
of 2012, 30 trainees will have completed the course in London and gained
a Creative and Digital Media Apprenticeship Level 3 qualification.

What have you most and least enjoyed?
I have most enjoyed the live studio days and working with the
talent. I enjoy working with the floor managers and seeing how
they work and what they have to do. I haven’t enjoyed the college
part of the scheme as much as I feel the workload is possibly too
much. Although we only go to college one day a month there is a lot
of work to do and to keep up with and I find it really hard when I’m
on production and working very long hours!

Following the success of the programme’s first year, the BBC 2012
London Apprenticeship Scheme was joined by partners from other areas
of the media industry – ITV, Talkback Thames and Endemol, and supported
by PACT and Skillset - making it an industry-wide scheme. For the first
time apprentices will train together and undertake
placements across the industry, gaining commercial as well as public
broadcasting experience.

What are you planning to do after this scheme?
I plan to try and get into the Assisstant Floor Manager. I would like
to become a floor and stage manager so that I could work on TV
shows (live and pre recorded) and also live music events.
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usually follow a creative career path, thereby helping to create new and
diverse voices to increase authenticity when reflecting diversity in
drama productions.

Extend and ManageAble
Extend is the long running work placement scheme at the BBC, which
offers six month paid placements in departments across the organisation
to people with disabilities. In 2010, we also launched the ManageAble
scheme to offer eight month placements in roles at more senior levels
(Grade 9 or above). The most recent intake started at the BBC in

BBC Drama Writer’s Academy
The Writer’s Academy is a major initiative aimed at discovering and training
the next generation of writers for BBC One’s flagship shows, such as
Eastenders and Casualty. Now in its seventh year, the intensive 15-month
scheme works as an apprenticeship for writers, combining classroom
training, lectures from the country’s best writers, instruction in television
production and direct writing experience. When they’ve completed the
scheme, the trainees will have developed all of the necessary skills to write
successfully for BBC Drama. Over 80% of course graduates have remained
in constant work with BBC Drama.

September 2011, with 23 people joining the Extend scheme and two
people joining the ManageAble scheme in December 2011. While the
Extend placements offered are for six months and ManageAble for
eight months, it is hoped that individuals on the scheme will develop the
relevant skills to seek out and achieve further employment at the BBC.
From the 31 who joined the BBC on the schemes in 2010, 20 have
remained with us in various roles across the organisation.

We have, over the years, promoted the Writer’s Academy to individuals
from diverse backgrounds. The intention is to attract talent who would not
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BBC North Young Ambassadors
Name: Abba Haidarah
Age: 20
From: Salford
Joined the scheme in: June 2011
Completes the scheme: December 2011
What were you hoping to get from the scheme?
I was hoping to get a qualification and something to put on my
CV which would help me get a job. The BBC in Salford is a great
place to work – people look up to you and respect you if you work
here.
What are you working on?
A lot of different things, including helping with events like
BBC Children in Need and BBC Learning campaigns. I’ve
been supporting the Workplace Coordinators to make sure
departments have what they need on the floors, meeting rooms
are booked and things like photocopiers and video-conferencing
equipment are working. I also meet and greet guests – taking
them to radio studios, to interviews, to meetings etc. All the
Young Ambassadors also make a newsletter for BBC staff and
we’re now working on our second one.

BBC North Young Ambassadors

How have you found it?
Good! I’ve enjoyed it. It was even better than I thought it would
be and I’ve enjoyed learning new things. I’m a lot more confident
now than when I started.

To help us create stronger connections between the BBC and our new
community in Salford, we launched a new employment scheme targeting
16 -19 year olds from Salford & Trafford with limited or no experience
of the world of work. Eight young people joined the scheme in June
2011 to work primarily with our front of house and facilities team in our
three new buildings at MediaCityUK. Young Ambassadors support areas
including reception, events, catering and housekeeping. They are assigned
a BBC mentor for the entirety of the paid six month placement and work
towards an NVQ in Customer Service. They’re also able to take advantage
of IT and CV workshops, as well as other development and training
opportunities offered by the BBC.

What is your long term ambition after the scheme has ended?
I’d like to join the fire service.

Face 2 Face
Face 2 Face is a training scheme in Bristol which works with young people
aged 18+ every year. The trainees receive three days of intensive filmmaking training where they are asked to make a film on the theme
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Working with the BBC
BBC Procurement’s purpose is to select and develop the best supplier
relationships for the organisation. By managing our contracts robustly
and fairly, alongside simplifying the whole procurement process for both
suppliers and the BBC, we aim to deliver value for money from every
pound of the licence fee spent with suppliers.

Diversity
As well as our commitment to diversity in the workplace, we also look to
ensure that diversity is reflected in the people we work with. It plays an
integral part in our tendering process and is factored in early. The level
of commitment to our policies and detail we require regarding diversity
performance is determined by reference to a number of factors.These
include the length and value of the contract, size and location of a supplier’s
workforce, and type of service and to whom it’s being delivered (internal
or public facing service). We also routinely work with the BBC’s Diversity
Centre on larger procurements to advise, help benchmark diversity
performance and evaluate tender responses on diversity related questions.

Is the BBC for Me? Following this, they go on to attend eight weekly
workshops covering a variety of media disciplines such as Natural
History filmmaking and radio drama. By learning more in the workshops
they are able to consider the different career paths available at the BBC
and the working environment they’ve experienced. In addition to the
workshops, every trainee on the scheme is also supported by a BBC staff
mentor and, after two months of mentoring and development, three of the
students are awarded a three month paid work placement. The sixth cycle
of the scheme has just begun, and all of those from previous cycles who
have secured paid work placements have gone on to find more paid work
in the media.
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In April 2011, BBC Procurement achieved bronze in the
Mayor of London’s Green Procurement Code. The
scheme measures the procedures, commitment and
success in reducing the environmental impact of purchasing
activities across the supply chain. Our procurement work
also contributed to our platinum status in the Business in
the Community’s 2011 Corporate Responsibility Index.

Many new contracts now include a Governance Schedule for potential
suppliers to provide us with a report which demonstrates their compliance
with our obligations under the Equality Act 2010, including our duty to
advance equality. We also ask suppliers to demonstrate their compliance
with our equality and diversity policies, as well as our Ethical Policy.

A member of the Procurement Board has a specific responsibility to
scrutinise and ensure all proposed tender business cases presented to the
Board have considered any potential opportunities to further promote
diversity before they are tendered. Questions that may be asked as part
of the diversity evaluation criteria may include topics such as a company’s
ethical policy, approach to the recruitment selection, remuneration, training,
promotion, discipline and dismissal of their staff, any diversity
performance data and evidence of compliance with the BBC’s own
policies. The weighting given to each question is determined before the
tender is commenced.

Two current major tenders include substantial diversity criteria in the
assessment of supplier bids. These tenders cover broadcast Access
Services (subtitling, audio description and signing) and the TV licensing
collection, administration and enforcement services contract.

Ethical policy
We are committed to ensuring a high standard of ethical and
environmental trade practices across our supply chain. This year we
published our Code of Ethical Policy which sets out the standards we
expect from our suppliers. The Policy covers many ethical areas such as
the employment of appropriate workers, the working environment and
terms and conditions.

Payments
Making sure our suppliers are paid promptly following the delivery of goods and
services is very important and we have taken steps to improve the payment process.

We understand that not all of our suppliers will be able to adhere to these
standards immediately but we do engage with suppliers who commit to
improving their working and ethical standards over time.

We are an approved signatory of the Prompt Payment Code and we encourage
all our suppliers to sign-up for e-invoicing which allows them to invoice us
electronically and check online the status of their payments. It helps speed up the
processing of invoices and removes the risk of a lost or misplaced invoice. Over
35% of our suppliers have now signed-up to e-invoicing and over 90% of our
suppliers receive payment electronically helping to eliminate cheques.
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work will allow us to develop a portfolio of tendering criteria and contract
performance indicators that we will include in all future tenders.
But we can also do more now. Following another objective in the
Sustainable Procurement Strategy, we have carried out a risk assessment
exercise on current and forthcoming contracts to identify goods and
services categories with the potential to expand their sustainability and
ethical potential. The assessments followed the methodology set by Defra
and the results will be used in future tenders.
Engaging with suppliers is a crucial part of the Sustainable Procurement
Strategy. We are about to embark on an extensive knowledge sharing
campaign to inform and involve our key partners and suppliers on
our sustainable and ethical standards. The goal is to increase suppliers’
understanding of the importance we place on sustainability and ethical
practices in order to encourage them to identify and act on areas where
they can make improvements, even when not explicitly asked to do so in
the terms of their contracts.

Sustainable procurement strategy
Procurement is supporting the delivery of The Difference, the BBC’s
sustainability strategy, by ensuring that the purchase of goods and services
takes into account the social, economic and environmental impact that
such purchasing has on people and communities, whilst achieving value
for money.

Many of our current and potential suppliers already meet our sustainability
standards. For example, in the recent tenders for taxis, fleet, hire vehicles
and coaches, suppliers were able to demonstrate their commitment to
sustainability and how their approach would benefit the BBC.

Earlier this year we published the Sustainable Procurement Strategy. This
builds upon the work we have done to integrate social, environmental and
economic principles into our procurement process.
The licence fee payer rightly expects the BBC to ensure that purchasing
decisions are based not only on receiving value for money, but also that
they ensure fairness, encourage diversity, act ethically and reduce the
impact on the environment.

Current contracts and suppliers
One of the objectives set out in the Sustainable Procurement Strategy is to
carry out an audit of existing sustainable procurement provision with our
existing suppliers. This is to establish where we have specifically contracted
suppliers to meet sustainable and ethical standards. The outcome of this
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Conclusion

Comment from Acona Partners LLP

In concluding this focus on our business and corporate responsibility, and
as we look forward to the future, age and age representation on screen
will be one of the main priorities for the BBC Diversity Centre and the
wider broadcasting industry in 2012. Prompted by BBC Director General,
Mark Thompson’s two-year appointment as the Chair of the Creative
Diversity Network, the BBC has commissioned audience research on
how different ages are portrayed. The research will consider output across
broadcasters to help us further understand the issues and address them
in the coming years. This research will be published in early 2012 and will
form the basis of our ongoing work in this area.

Acona Partners LLP has been asked by the
BBC to comment on its quarterly Corporate
Responsibility (CR) reporting and the BBC has agreed to publish our
views unedited alongside the text of the quarterly review. We are pleased
to do this, believing that stakeholder comment is a valuable way to build
transparency and credibility, and we encourage the BBC to seek comment
from other stakeholders too. We are paid a small sum for this work.
Being a responsible employer – one that treats people fairly by operating
in accordance both with the law and societal expectations – is a central
tenet of CR. The same applies to ensuring that an organization’s business
practices conform to the standards that stakeholders expect. This second
instalment of the BBC’s quarterly CR reporting offers an explanation
of how these issues are being addressed and, in particular, how its
commitment to promoting diversity is at the heart of its employment
practices.

In addition, we will publish a new annual report entitled Telling our Story:
Equality and Diversity at the BBC in January 2012. More information
regarding our work around diversity can be found on The BBC and
Diversity website.
Next year will also see greater awareness and focus by the Procurement
team to incorporate best practice in corporate social responsibility
when reprocuring some of our contracts. Another priority during 2012
and beyond will be the sustainable procurement work with our logistics
providers to reduce CO2.

The report is commendable for presenting a very wide range of activities,
demonstrating clear senior leadership and for placing all of this activity very
well in context; the rationale that the BBC advances for the promotion of
diversity is compelling, combining both moral and commercial imperatives.
The range of initiatives described is evidence of its willingness to tailor
solutions to specific challenges.

Our next quarterly supplement will take an in-depth look at our work
supporting charities.
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Getting work experience in the media is notoriously difficult, something
which is widely held to present a high “barrier to entry” and reduce
diversity by implicitly favouring well-connected and well-off young people.
The BBC’s attempts in this area – for example, placements, Extend and
ManageAble – are noteworthy. It was particularly good to hear the views
of some of those who have benefited from the Salford Ambassadors and
2012 Apprenticeships schemes, which helped remind us that these are
real people, with real lives and not just statistics. It would be interesting
to understand how candidates for these initiatives are selected and how
(as with other projects) the BBC ensures that it draws from the widest
pool of people. We would also encourage the BBC to provide a sense
of scale for these activities; what fraction of the total recruitment do they
represent?

that would repay coverage in future reports. These would include issues
such as how the BBC rewards and recognizes the contribution of all its
employees; its approach to career progression, training and development;
providing a safe working environment; and the responsible management of
organisational change.
An organisation such as the BBC has considerable influence – both
directly and indirectly – over how its suppliers manage their own social
and environmental impacts. The Ethical Policy and Sustainable Procurement
Strategy provide suppliers with clarity about what is expected of them
and how issues other than price will be taken into account when assessing
tenders. We commend the BBC for its action and disclosures in this area.
There are very interesting questions around how the BBC squares the
need to get value for money from the licence fee while expecting a certain
standard of ethical, social and environmental performance from suppliers,
and in particular whether the public has higher expectations of the BBC
than it would a commercial broadcaster. We would encourage the BBC to
explore returning to these topics in more depth in future reports.

The reference to the challenge of how age is represented on screen – and
what specific actions the BBC is taking as a result – picks up a topical issue,
and one which the BBC has been challenged over in the recent past. This
report could – we feel – have taken that a little more squarely ‘head on’.
In general, while this report presents a very good overview of activity
around the topic of diversity, it could do more to help the reader evaluate
progress. We would encourage the BBC to provide a clear sense of its
intended destination and the speed of travel towards it.
While promoting diversity is a key element of being a responsible
employer there are, we would suggest, a number of other dimensions
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